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The president calls on the Pong Jia
Islet to unveil the "Sea Barrier"
commemorative monument in a move to show-
case his will and determination for defending
the land and sea territories

Article,photos The Editing Team

7 F ollowing his excursion calling the Dong Sha Island in the end of

last month (July), president Chen Shui-bien pays a visit to inspect

the most northern islet, the Pong Jia Islet, charted along the baseline of

Taiwan's territories and inhabited by Taiwanese residents, and offers a

tribute to the stationing Coast Guard and related units' personnel, where

the president not only takes in briefings presented by Coast Guard north-

ern Coast Guard Office, but also presides the unveiling ceremony for a

commemorative "Sea Barrier" monument erected on the island; in his

keynote, he also vouches for a new publication-Oceans and Seas of

Taiwan, published by the Coast Guard Administration, who then calls
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on the radar station paying tribute to the operators and receives brief-

ing on the state of operation, while surveys the ocean with a telescope.

The president indicates in his keynote, with regard to the Diaoyutai

Island issue, the government's stance and approach is very clear-cut

and stern, and has never been changed. The territorial claim of the

Diaoyutai Island naturally belongs to us, belongs to Taiwan, which is

completely irrefutable. And with regard to the Taiwan-Japanese fishing

disputes and fishing rights claim, this would need to be settled apart

from the sovereignty dispute over the Diaoyutai Island, yet it is not

only a policy already drafted by the previous administration, but also

unanimous anticipated and sought by all fishermen. As it was dealt

with in this manner in the past, in the future the government will also

uphold the same principle by continuing to secure the maximum eq-

uity for all fishermen.

The president also reiterates that Taiwan, as a country that em-

braces freedom, democracy and peace, is responsible and obligated to

follow the guideline and customary practical of international laws by

actively seeking to settle international disputes through forums and

negotiations, rather than taking to any resistance move by either side.

With the Taiwan-Japanese fishery talk that is on t r a c k ,

through the implementation of the fishery work-

ing group, it helps to strength the mutual inter-

action and communications, which is believed

to be beneficial in resolving the differences

and disputes that long existed between

Taiwan and Japan.

A full text of the president's key-
note is excerpted as follows.

The president prescribe the pub-
lication "Oceans and Seas of Tai-
wan" compiled and edited by the
Coast Guard Administration, and
accepts the book presented by
minister Syu.
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Today marks A-bien's sec-

o n d  v i s i t  t o  C o a s t  G u a rd

Administration's offshore unit for

field inspection following my ex-

cursion to the Dong Sha Island at

the end of last month. Of the area

inspected today, it covers the Hua

Ping Island, Mei Hua Islet and

Pong Jia Islet, which are collec-

tively referred to as the northern-

most three islands, among them,

the Pong Jia Islet has been classi-

fied as the baseline of Taiwan's

territorial sea, and a northernmost

island inhibited by residents,

which forms a strategic angle with

the nearby Daiyutai island to com-

mand the continental reefs in the East-

ern Sea, notwithstanding the nearby seas

being one of the four major fishing sites

worldwide, commanding an extremely important economic and stra-

tegic footing.  Calling on the Pong Jia Islet today, A-bien not only wishes

to pay tribute to our Coast Guard personnel in person, but also to com-

mand the hard work put forth by all with Typhoon Martha lapping the

seas around the Pong Jia islet. In the meantime, my coming to the Pong

Jia Islet this time also serves to preside the monument-unveiling cer-

emony for "Sea Barrier" monument erected to showcase tangibly the

willpower and determination in depending our territorial sovereignty

and sea territories.

When calling on the Pong Jia Islet, some might shift their thought

and focus to the Diaoyutai Island. With regard to the Diaoyutai Island

issue, the government's stance and policy remain very clear and stern

and have never changed. The territorial sovereignty of the Daiyutai Is-

land naturally belongs to us, belongs to Taiwan, a crucial point that

remains irrefutable. As to the Taiwan-Japanese fishery disputes and fish-

ing rights issue, they would have to be settled separate from the Daiyutai

Island's sovereignty dispute, yet this remains not only the drafted policy

of the previous administration, but also one anticipated and sought af-

ter by the fishermen. It has been dealt with in the past of this way, and

in the future the government will uphold the same principle, continu-

ing to secure the maximum equity for all fishermen.

To resolve the long existed fishery issues between Taiwan and

Japan, the two sides have on the 29th of the previous month held a

Taiwan-Japanese fishery talk in Tokyo, Japan. And in light that the is-

sues involved in the forum agenda are rather sensitive and complex,

more than the issue of overlapping economic zones, but also the scope

of fishery catches, types, and volume in a host of ocean resources con-

servation issues, it is difficult to achieve mutually satisfactory break-

through in just one talk, yet as the negotiations continue, there will be

progress. And compare the current talk with the previous 14 rounds,

The president poses for a group photo with accompanying per-
sonnel atop the Pong Jia Islet (from right, General Cheng Zhang-
hsiung, the minister of Ministry of National Defense, Lee Jeh,
the deputy secretary general of Presidential Office, Ma Yung-
cheng, the president, the minister of Coast Guard Administration,
Syu Huei-you, the general director of Coastal Patrol Directorate,
Her Shiang-tai, and Bureau Chief of North Coast Guard Office,
Yang lih-chaun)
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this can be regarded as most significant in progress, as it not only ascer-

tains a 16th fishery talk to be held in March of 2006 but there has also

been a consensus for setting up a Taiwan-Japanese fishery talk force by

launching a routine negotiation mechanism to be held every quarterly

in response to addressing emergency incidents or providing tangible

assistance in emergency aid.

Taiwan, as a country embracing freedom, democracy and peace,

is responsible and obligated to following guidelines and customary prac-

tice of international laws in actively seeking to resolve international

disputes through discussions and negotiations, rather than taking to

one sided resistance move. As the Taiwan-Japanese fishery talks have

been set on course, coupled with the implementation of the bilateral

fishery working group, it is believed that the mutual interaction and

communication will help to dissolve the differences and disputes long

existed between Taiwan and Japan.

Since the Coast Guard Administration takes over the military

forces stationing at the Pong Jia Islet in February 2000, continuing the

duty of enforcing the sovereignty claim of Taiwan's territorial seas and

the mission of maritime safety, to strength the patrol dynamics to effec-

tively curtail Chinese fishing boats and official boats from trespassing,

the Coast Guard Administration has had plans to launch a Coast Guard

forward base on this islet, and to seek improvement constructions of

harbor and docks, anticipating to speed up relevant infrastructure to

expand the depth and width of maritime law enforcement and escort

patrol that would suffice to safeguard the fishermen's equity and

Taiwan's maritime resources.

The president unveils the "Sea Barrier"
monument on the Pong Jia Islet (from right,
the general director of Coastal  Patrol
Directorate, Her Shiang-tai, the minister of
Ministry of National Defense, the deputy sec-
retary general of Presidential Office, Ma
Yung-cheng, the president, General Cheng,
the minister of Coast Guard Administration,
Syu Huei-you, the captain of mobile patrol
post on Pong Jia Islet,  Lee Ming-yen)
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In the current inspection visit, A-bien would like to reiterate my

determination to defend national sovereignty, and maintain the mari-

time order and safety of the northernmost territory, but also wishes to

recommend a fine publication to all, Oceans Seas of Taiwan, a fine pub-

lication compiled and edited by the Coast Guard Administration that

would serve to provide a blueprint for the government's promoting

maritime affairs, deep root our maritime culture, and as witness to en-

hancing the citizens' maritime awareness.

Through the publication's easy conception of reading guide, it

brings everyone to a clear understanding of the state of sea territories

surrounding Taiwan, and the in-depth introduction to the various

archipelago, islet, continent reef related humanity landscape, customs

and folklores, geographical features also add to the publication's read-

ability and interesting feature.  These islands, islets and reefs are not

only part of Taiwan's sacred territories but also the homestead that ev-

eryone depends upon.  I do anticipate that all citizens of the nation

could be culminated with a sense of belonging and recognition to their

homeland, and discover Taiwan's footing and development strategy of

becoming a maritime nation in the 21st century.

Lastly, I would like to pay my utmost tributes to associates work-

ing on the northernmost island of the Pong Jia Islet with undivided

respect and a high level of recognition, and particularly to the entire

Coast Guard officers and servicemen, for their dedication in maritime

law enforcement, maritime service, and their efforts and hard work dedi-

cated toward the oceanic affairs.  Besides paying my gratitude and

tribute, I also wish to share my blessings with all senior and working

partners and media staffers present for a healthy living and a smooth

sailing for all things.

The minister of Coast Guard Administration, Syu Huei-you (one that shakes hand with the president)
joined by executive directors in greeting the president to inspect the Pong Jia Islet.


